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Cyprus White Wines 75cl 
ΛΕΥΚΑ ΚΡΑΣΙΑ ΚΥΠΡΟΥ 

ZAMBARTAS SEMILLON SAUVIGNON BLANC DRY €28.00 

This wine was partly barrel fermented and has an intense and complex aromatic bouquet of blossoms, fruit and sweet spice 

PETRITIS XYNISTERI DRY €28.00 

Pale yellow color with greenish highlights. Intense, characteristic of the perfume variety peach, apricot, pear, apple and white flowers. Rich in 

taste, almost greasy, with lively acidity and long aftertaste 

ZAMBARTAS KOUKOUVAGIA XYNISTERI DRY €28.00 

Made from a blend of the indigenous variety Xynisteri and the aromatic Egyptian variety ‘Muscat of Alexandrias’, this wine has aromas of citrus 

fruit, tropical notes, has a light body, balanced acidity, and fruity flavour 

FIKARDOS KATERINA SENAKA XYNISTERI SEMI SWEET €30.00 

Medium lemon colour, medium body, low acidity. Aromas and flavours, elderflower, melon, banana, ripe apricot, citrus marmalade and honey 

PLAYIA OENOU-YI VASSILIADES XYNISTERI MALAGA DRY €39.00 

It has a bright and clear light yellow colour with green shades and a complex nose with aromas of acacia flower, lemon zest and exotic fruit. Its 

palate is full, pleasant, balanced and velvety, resulting in a long refreshing aftertaste 

PENTE LITHARIA OENOU-YI VASSILIADES XYNISTERI DRY €40.00 

Bright green in colour, hints of butter, almond, green apple and chamomile. Medium after taste 

VASILISSA MOROKANELLA DRY €43.00 

Rediscovery of Morokanella Cyprus variety, Characterised for is deep yellow crystal colour, aroma of flowers and matures white fleshed fruits 

EPOS CHARDONNAY DRY €60.00 

The chardonnay maturing in oak barrels thus acquiring aromatic complexity, rich taste
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Around the World White Wines 
ΛΕΥΚA ΚΡΑΣΙA ΑΠO OΛΟ ΤΟΝ ΚOΣΜΟ 

MOSCHOFILERO BOUTARI DRY GREECE €31.00 

Bright white- yellow colour with tints of green yellow, a strong aroma of flowers and citrus fruit on the nose and palate, with white rose and 

orange blossom prevailing. A fresh wine full and balanced, with a long aftertaste 

WOLF BLASS YELLOW LABEL SAUVIGNON BLANC AUSTRALIA €37.00 

Vibrant and juicy, this full-flavoured wine has attractive passionfruit, citrus and tropical flavours pulled together with a mouth-watering acidity 

and a crisp, refreshing finish 

KIR YIANNI PARANGA RODITIS MALAGOUSIA DRY GREECE €38.00 

Intense but refined muscat aromas of jasmine, white peach and apricot, typical of a high quality Malagousia, are pleasantly balanced by the 

freshness of a mountainous Roditis adding a crispy acidity and zest to the final blend 

BOLLA PINOT GRIGIO DRY ITALY €38.00 

Light golden yellow, sometimes with coppery highlights. The bouquet is fruity, suggesting pear, peach and melon with hints of fig 

BROTTE LA GRIVELIÈRE COTE DU RHONE AOC GRENACHE BLANC FRANCE €45.00 

Fine and elegant nose mixing white fruit aromas with vanilla notes. Fruit driven on the palate, the attack is fresh, followed by a round and 

supple texture. Flattening oaky notes appear aftertaste 

VIVLIA CHORA SAUVIGNON BLANC & ASSYRTIKO GREECE €47.00 

Its nose is a very fragrant bundle of nettle and lashings of tropical fruits interlaced with citrus aromas of lemon and pink grapefruit 

CHATEAU N. LAZARIDI ASSYRTIKO SAUVIGNON BLANC AND MALAGOUZIA GREECE €48.00 

A wine with a pronounced intensity and aromas of mango, papaya, pineapple, citrus and lemongrass, wet stone and white flowers. Foul mouth 

with pleasant crispy acidity and long aromatic aftertaste 
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Cyprus Red Wines 75cl 
ΚΡΑΣΙΑ ΕΡΥΘΡΑ ΚΥΠΡΟΥ 

ZAMBARTAS KOUKOUVAGIA SHIRAZ MATARO DRY  €30.00 

The wine has a bright ruby red colour, intense aromas of black and red fruits, balanced acidity, full flavour and long finish 

ANDESITIS CABERNET SAUVIGNON GRENACHE DRY €30.00 

A wine of deep red colour where the aroma of red fruits and spices blended with oak notes lend it a unique mildly bitter flavour 

KYPEROUNTAS PSILA KLIMATA CABERNET SAUVIGNON DRY €45.00 

With a complex aromatic character and full bodied flavor, this rich wine is not afraid of time since is keeps maturing in the bottle 

ZAMBARTAS MATARO YIANNOUDI DRY €46.00 

The fruity aroma, the balanced acidity and the soft tannins of this wine make it ideal for hot days and nights 

RED MELODY OENOU-YI VASSILIADES SHIRAZ- CABERNET SAUVIGNON DRY €50.00 

A blend with deep red colour and strong aromas of berries, blueberries, vanilla and black pepper, aged in French oak barrels for 12 

months and at least 8 months in the bottle. A perfectly balanced, velvety wine that results in a long aftertaste 

Around the World Red Wines 
ΚΟΚΚΙΝΑ ΚΡΑΣΙA ΑΠO OΛΟ ΤΟΝ ΚOΣΜΟ 

AYIORGITIKO BOUTARI AYIORGITIKO DRY GREECE €37.00 

Deep red, attractive colour, a rich aromatic bouquet balance the aromas of red fruits such as plum, swing aging, vanilla and cocoa. It is 

rich with very good structure, balanced and velvety aftertaste 

KIR YIANNI PARANGA MERLOT SYRAH XINOMAVRO DRY GREECE €38.00 

Very aromatic, showing an expressive character of red fruit and spicy notes 

BOTTEGA ACINO CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG RISERVA DRY ITALY €45.00 

Captivating, soft and velvety, it is soft and elegant on the palate, Rich in noble tannins, with high persistence to taste and a pleasant final 

smoothness 

CHATEAU NICO LAZARIDI CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT AND SANGIOVESE GREECE €65.00 

A Charming blend of deep red colour which combines Merlot’s sweet fruity aromas with the density of Cabernet sauvignon and 

Sangiovese’s finesse 

JEAN-CLAUDE BOISSET “NATURE D’URSULINES” PINOT NOIR DRY FRANCE €65.00 

With a beautiful clear ruby red colour, it reveals a beautiful aromatic freshness marked by notes of red fruits, slightly spicy. The mouth is 

supple with a nice tangy frame. The tannins are very silky
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Cyprus Rose Wines 75cl 
ΚΡΑΣΙΑ ΡΟΖΕ ΚΥΠΡΟΥ 

FIKARDOS ROSE SENAKA MATARO CABERNET SAUVIGNON DRY €27.00 

Pink Salmon colour medium body medium acidity. Aromas of red cherry, cranberry strawberry and rose blossom. 

RODAMPELO OENOU-YI VASSILIADES SHIRAZ MARATHEFTIKO LEFKADA DRY €34.00 

It is a blend of the international variety Shiraz and the native varieties Maratheftiko and Lefkada, with aromatic elements of strawberry 

and rose petals, redcurrant and cherry spoon sweet. 

Around the World 
ΡΟΖΕ ΚΡΑΣΙA ΑΠO OΛΟ ΤΟΝ ΚOΣΜΟ 

LAMBERTI SPUMANTE PINOT BIANCO & NERO RABOSO DRY ITALY €48.00 

Beautiful coral colour with beautiful aromas of rose petals and bananas, a delicate mousse, light body, a lovely balance and a fresh, 

lasting finish. 

WHISPERING ANGEL COTE DE PROVENCE FRANCE €57. 00 

Its pale colour is pleasing to the eye and draws one in. The rewarding taste profile is full and lush while being bone dry with a smooth 

finish. 

MIRAVAL PROVENCE SYRAZ GRENACHE DRY FRANCE €75.00 

This is a fresh elegant rose, with flavours of redcurrant and citrus, mineral and saline notes with a long intense finish. 

Sparkling Wines & Champagnes 0.75L 
ΑΦΡΩΔΕΙΣ ΟΙΝΟΙ & ΣΑΜΠΑΝΙΕΣ 0.75L 

BRILLA PROSECCO DRY €45.00 

MOËT & CHANDON ICE IMPERIAL DRY €165.00 

BRILLA PROSECCO ROSE DRY €45.00 

MOËT & CHANDON DRY €150.00 

MOËT & CHANDON CHAMPAGNE 20CL €50.00 

Individual Wines 18.7cl 
AIS AMPELIS WHITE €6.00 

MOSCHOFILERO BOUTARI WHITE €6.00 

AIS AMPELIS ROSE €6.00 

AIS AMPELIS RED €6.00 


